Abstract-Compliant motion of a manipulator occurs when the manipulator position is constrained by the task geometry. Compliant motion may be produced either by a passive mechanical compliance built in to the manipulator, or by an active compliance implemented in the control servo loop. The second method, called force control, is the subject of this paper. In particular a theory of force control based on formal models of the manipulator and the task geometry is presented. The ideal effector is used to model the manipulator, the ideal surface is used to model the task geometry, and the goal trajectory is used to model the desired behavior of the manipulator. Models are also defined for position control and force control, providing a precise semantics for compliant motion primitives in manipulation programming languages. The formalism serves as a simple interface between the manipulator and the programmer, isolating the programmer from the fundamental complexity of low-level manipulator control. A method of automatically synthesizing a restricted class of manipulator programs based on the formal models of task and goal trajectory is also provided by the formalism.
I. INTRODUCTION
C OMPLIANT MOTION occurs when the position of a \ manipulator is constrained by the task. When sliding along a table top, for instance, downward motion of the manipulator is prevented. Another example is the opening of a drawer, where no rotation is possible and translation is possible only along the drawer's axis. Facility in compliant motion tasks is a prerequisite to the use of manipulators in a number of important new applications, notably automatic assembly.
There are two primary methods for producing compliant motion: a passive mechanical compliance built into the manipulator, or an active compliance implemented in the software control loop, force control. Passive compliance offers some performance advantages, but the force control method offers the advantage of programmability. This allows the manipulator to use the particular form of compliance necessary for the particular application. Using force control, a single manipulator can both open a drawer and slide on a tabletop without pausing to change hands.
Various force control systems have been implemented, but development of an underlying theory of these systems has been neglected. This paper approaches such a theory by constructing models of force control and of manipulator task geometry. These models can be useful in two ways.
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The author is with the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 545 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139. how well it agrees with the formal model. This is common in the case of position control, where a control system is judged by its "error"-the difference between the desired and actual trajectories. Second, a formal model greatly simplifies manipulator programming. Effective programming occurs only when the programmer has a thorough understanding of the programming language primitives. Hence, the relevant primitives should be well-defined, which in the case of compliant motion primitives requires a model of force control.
A. Position and Force Control
The development of a model for general force control is conveniently approached by discussing models for simpler control modes, pure position control and pure force control.
(By "position" we mean "position and orientation," and by "force" we mean "force and torque.") The model for a general force control system will be intermediate between these two.
A manipulator with pure position control is a transducer whose input is in symbolic form and whose output is encoded as the position and orientation of the end-effector in some predetermined coordinate system. Input and output are just different encodings of the same six-dimensional vector function of time p(t). In pure position control the user is allowed to specify the effector position trajectory completely. Pure force control can be defined in an analogous way-the user provides a vector function f(t) which specifies the forces to be exerted by the end-effector.
Each of these models is appropriate only under particular conditions, which can be deduced from simple mechanical considerations. For example, if pure position control is applied to the problem of sliding a drawer, then the position of the end-effector is subject to constraints from the task configuration and from the control system simultaneously. Due to the inevitable errors in manipulator planning and control, it is unlikely that these simultaneous constraints will be consistent. Our model of pure position control will not be satisfied in such a case, for the manipulator will not be free to follow the desired trajectory.
The distinction between force control and position control is illustrated by considering the conceptual extremes. If the manipulator tip is buried in an immobile stiff solid substance, then there is no positional freedom at all, and pure position control is meaningless. However, the manipulator will have complete force freedom, since any force it 0018-9472/81/0600-0418$00.75 C1981 IEEE wishes to exert will be "accepted" by the solid. In this instance, pure force control of the manipulator is appropriate. Now consider the opposite extreme, with the manipulator in free space. The situation is completely reversed. There is no force freedom, because there is no possible source of the required reactive force. Since there is no constraint on manipulator position, pure position control is now indicated. It appears that pure position and pure force control are dual concepts, and that the historical emphasis on position control is the natural result of applications which involve very little physical contact.
Intermediate between the extremes of solid space and free space are surfaces in configuration space-C-surfaces. Loosely speaking, a C-surface is a task configuration which allows only partial positional freedom. Freedom of motion occurs along C-surface tangents, while freedom of force occurs along C-surface normals. Neither pure position or pure force control is appropriate in this case, but rather a hybrid mode of control, which gives control of effector force along the C-surface normal and control of effector position along the C-surface tangent.
To relate these issues to real-world manipulator control systems, consider the task of manipulating a round peg in a hole (Fig. 1) . The peg's motion is constrained by the hole. Assuming a snug fit, the peg can rotate about its own axis or translate up or down along the axis. If a position control system is in use, the motion of the peg and the force exerted between the peg and hole are unpredictable. Any motion commands are very unlikely to satisfy the physical constraints because the program's model of the task will inevitably contain some error, however slight. The effect of these errors depends critically on the details of the control servo and on the presence of mechanical compliance in the manipulator. In some cases the inconsistency between the program constraints and the task constraints will produce large forces between the peg and hole, ultimately disturbing the task configuration or even damaging the manipulator.
If the program uses force and position control simultaneously, the task becomes feasible. The program may specify that the forces and torques normal to the C-surface be zero during the motion. The control system can satisfy such a command only by producing small corrective motions that compensate for the inaccuracies of the position commands [18] .
B. Control Strategies and Programming Language Primitives
Programming is often simplified by constructing the program hierarchically, with code at each level written using primitives defined at a lower level. For manipulator programming the lowest level provides the interface with the manipulator sensors and actuators. Each primitive at this level constitutes a control strategy, i.e., a particular convention for combining input from higher level code and from sensors to produce signals for the actuators. With every control strategy is associated a set of assumptions on the task configuration and a particular function, often formulated as some aspect of the manipulator's behavior to be regulated. We have already seen two examples of control strategies-pure position control and pure force control. The assumptions associated with these control strategies were the absence of physical contact and the presence of it, respectively.
Another control strategy in common use is the guarded move [65] , which is used to approach and touch an object without producing excessive force after contact is made. This is achieved by moving toward the object slowly while closely monitoring a sensor which can detect contact. Guarded move control strategies and compliant motion control strategies are complementary if the two classes are suitably generalized. In Section II we will present a formal definition of C-surface which includes solid space and free space as well as the locus of possible positions of a drawer or of a peg in hole. Compliant motion occurs when the manipulator trajectory traverses such a C-surface, and a guarded move occurs when the manipulator trajectory moves to a new C-surface of different dimension. Hence a manipulator trajectory can be decomposed into a sequence of compliant motions joined together by guarded moves.
The use of control strategies provides a convenient structure for the low-level control system without unduly compromising flexibility. In addition, the task state assumptions can be "compiled" into the control strategy to produce a very efficient program. Since each control strategy is used for a particular manipulator function and a particular type of task configuration, the control strategies must be switched in and out of the control loop by a higher-level process.
There are three primary criteria for a useful control strategy. First, of course, is that its function be relevant to the task. Second, the resulting behavior of the manipulator must be conceptually simple. The third criterion is that it executes quickly, since it is generally executed at least 20 times per second. The second criterion, conceptually simple behavior, is important from a planning and modeling viewpoint. In many respects the behavior of the manipulator itself will be the most difficult component of the task configuration to model, due to its great versatility. The role of the control strategy is to mask this complexity, when possible, from higher levels of code. The control strategy model is the semantic component of primitives in the manipulator programming language. Hence there are two characterizations of the problems addressed in this paper: the synthesis of control strategies for compliant motion and the development of semantics of force control primitives for a manipulator programming language.
Real World
C. Example and Overview of Control Strategy Synthesis
Consider again the problem of manipulating a peg in a hole (Fig. 1) The main goal of this paper is to formulate in precise terms a general method of control strategy synthesis. The logical structure of the paper is indicated in Fig. 2 . In order to develop the method in a well-defined manner, we will deal with abstract models of the task configuration, the manipulator and the goal trajectory. These models are the components of the ideal domain. The models and the mechanics of their interaction are well-defined in the ideal domain, so the synthesis method may be defined and evaluated in precise terms. In the ideal domain the manipulator is represented by the ideal effector, an object with no physical dimensions, with attributes of position and force only. The trajectory gives the desired ideal effector position as a function of time, which must be consistent with the natural constraints. In the ideal domain the control strategy synthesis problem is to find artificial constraints which will reproduce the desired goal trajectory given the natural constraints.
The synthesis of real-world control strategies consists of three steps. First, the task is modeled as a set of natural constraints in the ideal domain. Second, the synthesis method is applied in the ideal domain to obtain a set of artificial constraints. Finally, the artificial constraints are transformed into a corresponding real-world control strategy. The last step would be accomplished by a manipulator controller which enforces the artificial constraint equations on the manipulator end-effector.
A model of the control system which is well-defined only when the ideal C-surface coincides with the physical Csurface would be of little use. In practice the natural constraints would be obtained from a geometric model of the task environment, the planning model. The ideal goal trajectory will therefore lie in the planning model C-surface, while the actual trajectory must lie in the real-world Csurface. Hence, the controller is modeled as a projection of the ideal goal trajectory onto the real-world C-surface. The precise nature of this projection is presented in Section II-A; in general terms, the ideal goal trajectory is projected from the planning model C-surface onto the real-world C-surface along planning model C-surface normals.
To summarize, the task configuration and goal trajectory are transformed into a set of natural constraints in the ideal domain. From the natural constraints is obtained a set of artificial constraints for the ideal domain. The artificial constraints are applied to the manipulator end-effector by a low-level manipulator control system. The resulting manipulator trajectory is judged according to how well it satisfies the projection criterion. Section II describes the models of manipulator and task in detail, defines the projection of the goal trajectory onto the real-world Csurface, and develops a method for obtaining the artificial constraints from the natural constraints and goal trajectory. The transformations between the real world and the ideal domain are developed in Section III.
D. Relationship to Previous Work
This paper seeks to develop a general method for planning of compliant motion tasks for manipulators. The method developed relies heavily on ideas borrowed from previous work on -manipulator force control, automatic planning of manipulator tasks, and kinematic analysis of mechanisms. This section comprises a brief survey of previous work as it relates to this paper.
There are two prevalent approaches to force control, which will here be referred to as the explicit feedback approach and the hybrid controller approach. The explicit feedback approach uses an explicit force control law which feeds sensed forces back to a position or velocity controller. Typical of the explicit feedback approach is the generalized spring which feeds back force information through a stiffness matrix to a position controller. This method can be modeled by the relation [37] and the generalized damper is discussed further in [63] . A generalized damper implementation capable of high-precision insertions is described in [8] , [9] , [57] . The remote center compliance device developed at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory [5] , [61] can be characterized as a passive generalized spring. It is capable of high-speed precision insertions. An active generalized spring implementation is described in [50] . The generalized spring has also been used in the design of a compliant gripper [11] , [12] . The hybrid controller approach distinguishes one or more degrees of freedom as being force-controlled rather than position-controlled. The simplest implementation of this approach is the freejoint method. This method is easily understood by considering a task with the property that each force or velocity constraint happens to be aligned with a manipulator joint. In that case, the force axes can be servoed on force and the position axes on position in an independent fashion, which is precisely the method used in [17] and [54] . Even if the joints are only approximately aligned with the desired constraints, good results may still be obtained. Based on this observation, the control system in [43] accepts arbitrarily oriented force constraints and approximates them by constraints aligned with manipulator joints. For each constraint, a joint is identified which is most sensitive in the direction of the constraint. The corresponding actuator torque is held constant without regard for any normal forces contributed by the other manipulator joints. Similarly, the position axes are servoed without regard for tangential motions contributed by free joints. The resulting errors limit the usefulness of the system. A system which compensates for the contribution to position error due to the force-servoed joints is described in [44] . An implementation of a similar system is described in [53] . A system which drives each actuator according to the sum of its contributions along each constraint, whether force or position is described in [3] , [49] . This implementation avoids the approximations inherent in a one-to-one matching of actuators to constraints.
Since this paper is primarily concerned with development of control strategy synthesis methods, the hybrid controller approach is preferable; we distinguish certain degrees of freedom as being force-controlled. The choice of stiffness, damping, and any other servo parameters is deferred, effectively insulating the programmer or automatic planning system from issues which are more properly considered as controller design issues. This separation between programming and controller implementation is universally observed in conventional positioning systems; the programmer specifies position goals only, not servo gains. This also allows some freedom in the design of the controller-the implementation need not necessarily maintain a linear relation between position or velocity and force.
Control strategy synthesis is the last stage in the overall manipulator planning problem and is thus related to automatic planning. Previous work in manipulator planning has been concentrated at Stanford [7] , [58] , at Edinburgh [1] , [46] , [47] , at Massachusetts Institute of Technology [23] , [24] , and at IBM [22] , [25] . The general goal of these systems is to take task specifications expressed as operations on physical objects and derive an appropriate manipulator program written using control system primitives. In particular [23] , [24] , [58] discuss the role of control strategies-in a manipulator planning system. This paper touches briefly on the field of kinematic analysis of mechanisms. The interested reader is referred to [13] , [42] , [60] for an introduction to this area of research.
II. CONTROL STRATEGY SYNTHESIS IN THE IDEAL DOMAIN A. Manipulator and Task Models
The ideal domain is a model of the real world for which control strategy synthesis is particularly simple. In the ideal domain the "manipulator" is the ideal effector, represented as a point in position space, corresponding to the position and orientation of a manipulator end-effector, and a point in force space, corresponding to the end-effector force and torque. We will also make frequent use of the time deriva- The goal trajectory in the ideal domain is the desired ideal effector position as a function of time, which must lie in the ideal C-surface. Ultimately, the controller must produce a trajectory on a real-world C-surface, which will not agree precisely with the ideal C-surface. The correspondence between the real-world goal trajectory and the ideal goal trajectory is obtained by projection. The operation is a simple generalization of the two-dimensional operation of erecting a perpendicular to a "planning" line at a given point and finding its intersection with a "real-world" line. Let p be a point on the planning model C-surface, and let
Sp be the set of all points q such that the line jp is orthogonal to the planning model C-surface at p. Then the projection of p onto the real-world C-surface is defined to be the intersection of Sp with the real-world C-surface. If the, planning model is grossly inaccurate then the orthogonal space will not intersect the real-world C-surface. In such circumstances, the task could not be performed without modification of the planning model to correct the discrepancy. The definition of trajectory projection follows immediately from the definition of point projection.
Note that the goal trajectory depends on the value of p -large values of p will cause the controller to reduce translational errors at the expense of rotational errors, and small values of p have the opposite effect. Thus the best value for p will depend on the nature of expected modeling errors and on the global nature of the task.
The control strategy synthesis problem is to find artificial constraints which will produce the given goal trajectory for a given C-surface. This paper develops a method for synthesizing the artificial constraints for a very broad range of natural constraints, but we begin by considering restricted classes of natural constraints. The more general result is obtained by relaxing some of these restrictions.
B. Homogeneous C-Surfaces
Consider again the ideal C-surface for a point at the center of a peg in a hole with the hole fixed in space (Fig.  3) fz=0 g = 0.
These equations are homogeneous linear equations in the components of force and velocity, with the force equations orthogonal to the velocity equations. Formally, we define a homogeneous C-surface to be an ideal C-surface giving a consistent set of homogeneous linear equations in the components of effector velocity, and an orthogonal set of homogeneous linear equations of effector force.
Homogeneous C-surfaces correspond intuitively to realworld tasks comprised of stiff, immobile solids with negligible coefficients of friction. The definition also excludes unilateral constraints, that is, constraints which prevent motion in one direction but not in the opposite direction. A simple example of a unilateral constraint is a peg resting against the bottom of a hole. In this case translation along the axis of the peg is possible upward but not downward. In fact, this configuration cannot be modeled directly as an ideal C-surface, since there is no unique tangent space. The transformation necessary to model this situation is developed in Section II-E.
The effector velocity and effector force are represented as column vectors in a six-dimensional vector space over the reals: Equations of the form of (la) and (lb) restrict (Sf)'. Again, the force component along (Sf)± is determined by the task geometry to be 0, but the component along Sf is determined by neither the natural constraints nor the goal trajectory. The magnitudes of the forces normal to the C-surfaces of this simple model are irrelevant to the satisfaction of the goal trajectory, so any values will do. We may choose the artificial force constraints to be an orthogonal vector flat ((Sf)', f) with f E Sf,, but f is not completely determined. Any value of f will work for a homogeneous C-surface. For the purposes of the paper, the magnitudes are generally specified as 0 or c, but in the context of a total planning system the magnitudes might be left partly undetermined, with final values to be determined by reference to the particular manipulator or to considerations of task stability. 
C. Nonhomogeneous C-Surfaces
The definition of homogeneous C-surface constraints allows an asymmetry between the artificial and natural constraints-the artificial constraints are not required to be homogeneous. There is no reason not to allow similar generality in the natural velocity constraints. In fact, such a generalization will extend the scope of our analysis considerably. A nonhomogeneous C-surface is defined to be a C-surface giving a set of natural constraints which may be nonhomogeneous. The nonhomogeneous C-surfaces include the homogeneous C-surfaces.
Recall that for homogeneous C-surfaces the natural con- -(VBy-VAy) + WA+ WB k p set due to the geometry connecting the effectors, and one set transformed from the external task constraints. The corresponding sets of artificial constraints play different roles in the resulting system. The artificial constraints obtained from the connection geometry are used to determine the "mode" of cooperation of the effectors. In the example, they provide for symmetry, prohibiting any opposition between the manipulators. The artificial constraints obtained from the external constraints are used to obtain the desired external function.
E. Unilateral C-Surfaces
A simple example of a task not directly modeled by an ideal C-surface is a peg resting at the bottom of a hole. Assuming the peg's axis coincides with the z axis the peg may move upward along the z axis, but not downward. This gives rise to constraints expressed not as equations but as inequalities:
where k is determined by the goal trajectory. The final set of artificial constraints is the conjunction of (4) 
The first three of these constraints prevent any component of force at the pin in the x-y plane, and prevent compression of the bar. Equation (8d) forces the two effector torques to be equal. Equation (8e) determines the relative contribution to the torque at 0 by the effector torques and the y components of the effector forces. The torque at 0 is given by foe fAe +fBe+ r(fBY -fAY). Using g = (l/p)r and (8d) and (8e) So for fixed p, the effectors will rely more on twisting when r is small, and rely more on pushing through the moment arm when r is large. If p is a fixed proportion of r, the twisting and pushing will contribute torques in a fixed proportion. This demonstrates how to transform a set of task constraints and a linking geometry into constraints for multiple effectors. We obtain two sets of natural constraints, one Two modes of motion are possible in this case: withdraw the peg or rotate the peg while maintaining contact with the bottom of the hole. The first mode corresponds to traversing the interface between two ideal C-surfaces of differing dimensions. A control strategy to accomplish such motions falls into the class of guarded moves (Section I-B), and is not treated in this paper. It is the second mode which interests us. In order to apply the analysis of preceding sections, we use as a natural constraint vzO= and as the corresponding artificial constraint fz=E.
In previous sections the value of E was irrelevant, but this is no longer so. In order to obtain a consistent set of force constraints E must be nonpositive. In practice a small negative value for c, a small bias force, should be used to allow for error in the control system.
The result is that the ambiguity introduced at a unilateral C-surface may be resolved by examining the goal trajectory. If the trajectory moves away from the unilateral C-surface, the motion must be initiated using a guarded move. If the trajectory lies along the unilateral C-surface, we can pretend it is a normal bilateral C-surface, as long as we guarantee continued contact by using a bias force.
For example, consider an effector with the three degrees of freedom x, y, and 0, and suppose there is a flat surface orthogonal to the x axis. Assuming the goal trajectory specifies motion along the surface, the natural constraints
and the artificial constraints will be fx= E vy= k,
where e is a small positive bias force and kl, k2 are determined by the goal trajectory. This trick of making assumptions to change the natural constraints from inequalities into equations and then using the effector program to guard the assumptions will also be used in the next section to handle sliding friction.
F. Force Thresholds
A unilateral C-surface gives rise to an ambiguity-we have the freedom to treat it as a C-surface or not, as we choose. Sliding friction produces a similar phenomenon by virtue of its threshold nature. A common model for sliding friction [55] is given by =lvi if v70
It < fo I otherwise 
where c is a nonzero bias force to guarantee that f fy < AfX
As for a unilateral C-surface, the ambiguity can be resolved to satisfy the goal trajectory. The alternatives for the example are represented in Table I . The use of force threshold constraints may also be a convenient way to prevent excessive forces which might upset the task configuration.
where f, is the force component along the C-surface tangent, v is the velocity vector, and fo is the force threshold. fo is sometimes the product of the normal force and the coefficient of friction. This type of constraint can be treated in a fashion similar to that used for unilateral C-surfaces. In this case the choice of model depends on whether or not motion relative to the C-surface is specified by the goal trajectory, and the assumptions can be guarded by choosing either a nonzero velocity or a force with magnitude less than fo. In contrast to the situation with unilateral C-surfaces, both modes are readily described by ideal C-surfaces. Consider again the case of a manipulator with three degrees of freedom: x, y, and 0, and suppose there is a flat bilateral surface orthogonal to the x axis. If the goal trajectory specifies motion in the y direction, the natural constraints (12a) (12b)
If the goal trajectory specifies motion upward along the C-surface, then the artificial constraints will be precisely the same as in Section II-E, (lOa)-(lOc) except that no bias force is required. On the other hand if the goal trajectory specifies a velocity of zero along the y axis, then the
G. Tangential Forces
The friction example of the previous section exhibited components of force along the C-surface tangent. Masses and springs also give rise to forces along C-surface tangents. The resulting natural constraints can be extremely complicated. Fortunately, some C-surfaces have the useful property that the normal forces are unconstrained and in particular do not depend on the tangential forces. If this is the case the artificial constraints may be selected as before with assurance of consistency with the natural constraints, and the complicated nature of the tangential natural constraints may be ignored.
Suppose that we are given a set of natural velocity constraints, and suppose that the artificial velocity constraints are chosen to be perpendicular to the natural velocity constraints, and the artificial force constraints are parallel to the natural velocity constraints. Clearly the combined velocity constraints are nonsingular. Likewise, if normal forces are not naturally constrained the combined force constraints will be consistent and independent.
For example, consider the task shown in Fig. 8 Many aspects of the transformation from real-world tasks to natural constraints were suggested in Section II. In particular, natural constraints for C-surfaces, friction, and masses were developed. Rather than belabor these aspects of task configuration, we will proceed to consider objects with positive physical dimensions and time-varying constraints.
Dealing with Objects of Positive Extent: The methods of Section II require that the task be represented as constraints on the velocity of the ideal effector, which has no physical dimensions. The real world is composed of objects for which the physical constraints are distributed in space. Before applying the ideal effector methods, it will be necessary to collect these constraints at a single point.
The approach described here follows a common approach to the analysis and synthesis of mechanical linkages [13] . Let us assume we have the task represented as a set of rigid bodies, links, which are connected to one another by one of the lower pairs, exhibited in Fig. 9 where SpRE SA consists of all vectors which may be expressed as the sum of a vector from SP and a vector from SA.
Using these operations the velocity constraints may be transformed to a common point. If two different constraint sets are obtained at a single point, the corresponding velocity subspace is obtained by intersecting the two original subspaces. Accordingly, the method proposed is to trace every chain of links and pairs from "ground" (presumably the workbench) to the effector. The intersection of the resulting subspaces gives the appropriate velocity constraint for the effector. As an example, consider the task configuration of Fig. 10 . The constraint at A allows translation along the x axis and rotation about the z axis, while the constraint at B allows translation along the y axis and rotation about the z axis. We wish to find the velocity constraints on point P. If 0 is assumed motionless, then we Unfortunately, not all task configurations are as easily modeled as this one. The problem is that the relative velocity constraints introduced at a pair depend on the orientation of the pair. This in turn may depend on the relative positions of any number of pairs in the mechanism. Hence application of this method must in general be preceded by a positional analysis of the task. There is no general algebraic method of kinematic analysis available, although methods exist for various special classes of mechanisms (for example, see [6] ). If numerical methods are considered, the situation is somewhat improved [60] .
Time-Varying Constraints: In order for a control strategy to be useful, its built-in assumptions of state should hold for some reasonable amount of time. For some tasks, the natural constraints are constant; for others they vary with time, either because the task C-surface is in motion, or because the manipulator is moving on the C-surface. Since the artificial constraints are orthogonal to the natural constraints, the artificial constraints will also be functions of manipulator position and time.
As an example, consider the door-closing problem in two dimensions. Fig. 11 illustrates the problem. The effector is rigidly attached to the doorknob. If we assume any friction is negligible, the natural constraints at the instant shown The artificial constraints may also be expressed in terms of OD, obtaining a simple set of artificial constraints which is appropriate for any state of the door.
A simple method for specifying a similar control strategy is obtained by observing that the natural constraints as measured in the coordinate frame of the effector are constant. So the artificial constraints will also be constant in the effector frame [44] . If Use the planned value for OD, computed from the goal trajectory.
Compute OD from the actual manipulator's z rotation in real time.
Compute OD from the manipulator's position in the x-y plane in real time.
Since the manipulator will undoubtedly stray slightly from the planned trajectory, these three methods will give different results. Usually the first method is best, because the resulting trajectories agree with those obtained using the goal trajectory projection operation defined in Section II-A. However, if the information on the door is incomplete and large trajectory errors are possible, one of the latter two methods would be preferable.
B. From Artificial Constraints into Control Strategies
The last step in the synthesis of control strategies is the transformation from artificial constraints to real-world control strategies. Since the ideal effector corresponds to the end-effector in the real world, the artificial constraints are interpreted as equations to be satisfied by the endeffector. We require a control system which will enforce these equations as closely as possible on the end-effector of the manipulator. Fortunately, control systems have been developed which can independently control the force along some axes and the position along others [3] , [43] , [44] , [49] , [53] . Readers interested in these issues should consult Section I-D for a discussion of the systems. Further discussion of the nature of the controller and its role in control strategy synthesis may be found in [28] .
IV. DISCUSSION
The primary goal of this work was to develop a method for synthesizing control strategies for compliant motion, using a precise language to describe force control. To that end, the formal models for manipulator, task constraints, and control strategy were defined and a precise formulation of goal trajectory satisfaction obtained. The synthesis problem is considerably simpler for these abstract objects, and the control strategies obtained are appropriate for many compliant motion tasks in the real world. The most important aspects of this method are the representations of the task constraints and the manipulator. The use of submanifolds of R6 to represent task constraints focuses di- rectly on the most important characteristic of a compliant motion task-the degrees of freedom of the effector during the task. The use of artificial constraints orthogonal to the natural constraints is an important aspect of the synthesis method. For velocity constraints, this is the only choice that will produce a trajectory satisfying the goal trajectory criterion (Section II-A). The value of orthogonal force constraints in general situations is unproven, but Fig. 12 illustrates their value in a fairly common situation. In this figure the planning model force constraint is represented by a solid line, the real-world force constraint by a dashed line. The orthogonal artificial constraint, pictured on the left in Fig.  12 
